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Abstract
Full duplex (FD) communications has the potential to double the capacity of a half duplex (HD)
system at the link level. However, FD operation increases the aggregate interference on each com-
munication link, which limits the capacity improvement. In this paper, we investigate how much of
the potential doubling can be practically achieved in the resource-managed, small multi-cellular system,
similar to the TDD variant of LTE, both in indoor and outdoor environments, assuming FD base stations
(BSs) and HD user equipment (UEs). We focus on low-powered small cellular systems, because they are
more suitable for FD operation given practical self-interference cancellation limits. A joint UE selection
and power allocation method for a multi-cell scenario is presented, where a hybrid scheduling policy
assigns FD timeslots when it provides a throughput advantage by pairing UEs with appropriate power
levels to mitigate the mutual interference, but otherwise defaults to HD operation. Due to the complexity
of finding the globally optimum solution of the proposed algorithm, a sub-optimal method based on
a heuristic greedy algorithm for UE selection, and a novel solution using geometric programming for
power allocation, is proposed. With practical self-interference cancellation, antennas and circuits, it is
shown that the proposed hybrid FD system achieves as much as 94% throughput improvement in the
downlink, and 93% in the uplink, compared to a HD system in an indoor multi-cell scenario and 53%
in downlink and 60% in uplink in an outdoor multi-cell scenario. Further, we also compare the energy
efficiency of FD operation.
Index Terms
Full duplex radio, Simultaneous Transmit and Receive, STR, LTE, small cell, scheduling, power
allocation.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
FULL duplex (FD) operation in a single RF channel can potentially double the spectralefficiency of a wireless network. Approaching this level of improvement poses a number
of theoretical and practical challenges but is motivated by the rapid growth in wireless data
traffic along with concerns about a spectrum shortage. Regulatory bodies and companies have
highlighted these trends with various projections and proposed ways forward [1]–[5]. There have
even been goals set to improve capacity by as much as 1000x [6], [7]. Recent advances in FD
technology [8]–[12] provide a step towards meeting the projected need without requiring new
spectrum.
The large differential between transmitted (Tx) and received (Rx) powers at a wireless terminal,
together with typical Tx/Rx isolation, has driven the vast majority of systems to use either
frequency division duplexing (FDD) or time division duplexing (TDD). FDD separates the Tx
and Rx signals with filters and TDD with Tx/Rx switching. Recent developments in transceiver
design has challenged this limitation, and established the feasibility of FD operation on a common
carrier, also known as simultaneous transmit and receive (STR). A combination of antenna, analog
and digital cancellation can remove most of the Tx self-interference from the Rx path to allow
demodulation of the received signal. This was demonstrated using multiple antennas positioned
for optimum cancellation [8], [9] and later as single antenna systems [10], [11], where as much
as 110 dB cancellation is reported over an 80 MHz bandwidth. Multiple antennas were also used
in [12], where the cancellation ranged from 70 to 100 dB with a median of 85 dB. An antenna
feed network, for which a prototype provided 40 to 45 dB Tx/Rx isolation before analog and
digital cancellation, was described in [10].
Although extensive advances have been made in designing and implementing wireless transceivers
with FD capability, and there are some MAC designs for FD IEEE 802.11 systems, to the best
of our knowledge, little has been done to understand the impact of such terminals on a cellular
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Fig. 2: Half duplex and full duplex multi-cell scenarios.
network in terms of system capacity and energy efficiency. In [12]–[15], an 802.11 system, with
the CSMA/CA MAC slightly modified for FD operation, is presented where software simulations
show throughput gains from 1.2x to 2.0x assuming 85 dB cancellation.
In this paper, we focus on a multi-cellular system, in which only the base stations (BSs) are
assumed to be capable of FD operation, where the additional cost and power is most likely to
be acceptable, while the user equipment (UE) is limited to half duplex (HD) operation. In such
a system, FD operation provides simultaneous uplink and downlink transmission on the same
frequency for a pair of UEs. However, while FD operation may increase the capacity by two
times, it also generates new intra-cell and inter-cell interference and this is the main challenge
we address in this paper.
The impact of FD operation in a single independent cell and in a multi-cell environment is
illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. In a single cell, the HD scenario is shown in
Figure 1(a) where UE1 is a downlink UE and UE2 is an uplink UE. The orthogonal channel
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4access in time prevents interference between UEs, but each UE accesses the channel only half
the time. Figure 1(b) shows the FD scenario in a single cell where both UEs are scheduled in
the same timeslot, potentially doubling the total cell throughput. Unfortunately, several types of
interference which do not exist in the HD scenario need to be considered here: (1) the Tx-to-Rx
self-interference at the base station which impacts the ability of the BS to demodulate the uplink
signal, and (2) the interference from UE2’s uplink signal which impacts the ability of UE1 to
demodulate its downlink signal. In a multi-cell scenario, the impact from additional interference
during FD operation becomes even more severe because of the inter-cell interference. Consider
the two-cell network in Figure 2, in which UE1 and UE3 are downlink UEs in cell 1 and cell
2, respectively, and UE2 and UE4 are uplink UEs in cell 1 and cell 2, respectively. We assume
synchronized cells, which means that in a given time interval all cells schedule transmissions in
the same direction. From Figure 2(a) one can see that in HD operation, UE1 gets interference
(I1) from BS2 which is transmitting to UE3 at the same time. Similarly, BS1 gets interference
(I2) from the uplink signal of UE4. During FD operation, as shown in Figure 2(b), the downlink
UE, UE1, not only gets interference (I1) from the BS2, but also gets interference (I3 and I4)
from the uplink signals of UE2 and UE4. Similarly, the uplink from UE2 to the BS1 not only
gets interference (I2) from UE4, but also gets interference (I6) from the downlink signal of BS2
as well as Tx-to-Rx self-interference (I5). The existence of additional interference sources raises
the question of actual gain from FD operation.
This area has attracted considerable interest. Barghi et al. [16] compared the capacity of
an FD single cell where multiple antennas are used to build an FD radio, to the capacity of
a HD single cell where the antennas are used for MIMO transmission. Information theoretic
techniques, that is, successive interference cancellation for uplink and dirty paper coding for
downlink, are used to calculate the UE capacity. It is shown that under certain conditions,
using additional antennas for building an FD radio can provide a performance boost compared
to utilizing the antennas to form a high capacity MIMO link. A resource allocation method
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5using matching theory to optimally allocate the subcarriers among Tx-Rx pairs for a single
cell FD OFDMA network was proposed by Di et al. [17]. Shao et al. [18] proposed a cell
partitioning method to divide the whole interference region into several partitions and allocate
the frequency resources to them for a single cell FD OFDMA system. The methods presented
in [17] and [18] cannot be directly applied for resource allocation in a multi-cell scenario. A
suboptimal scheduling algorithm to select the transmission direction of each UE in a multi-cell
scenario, assuming fixed transmission power for each direction, was proposed by Shen et al.
[19]. In the FD scenario of [19], downlink transmission occurs from the center BS, while uplink
reception is performed at uniformly distributed Rx antennas. In this system, inter-BS interference
and interference from the UEs of neighboring cells is ignored. A similar assumption was made
in [20], where an analytical expression for the achievable rates assuming Cloud Radio Access
Network (C-RAN) operation for both HD and FD are derived. Choi [21] also considered perfect
inter-BS interference cancellation while designing a UE pair selection method for the multi-
cell FD system. Interference from UEs of neighboring cells were also ignored in [21], which
makes the resource allocation easier even for the multi-cell case. However, the assumption of
ignoring interference from UEs of neighboring cells may not be appropriate in some scenarios.
An cell-edge uplink UE of a neighboring cell may generate severe interference for the downlink
transmission. Choi et al. [22] proposed a method to mitigate the inter-BS interference using
null forming in the elevation angle at BS antennas. With this design, they further analyze the
performance of the multi-cell system with FD BSs with a simple UE selection procedure by
assuming fixed transmission powers in both directions. FD operation in a cellular system has
also been investigated in the DUPLO project [23], where a joint uplink-downlink beamforming
technique was designed for the single small cell environment [24].
In one of our previous papers [25], we considered a macro multi-cellular network with FD
BSs (with complete self-interference cancellation), where an analytical model based on stochastic
geometry shows a throughput gain of 11% and 91% in the uplink and downlink, respectively.
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6Alves et al. [26] derived the average spectral efficiency for a stochastic geometry based dense
small cell environment with both BS and UEs having FD capability. The throughput gain of a
heterogenous network by assuming both BS and UEs with FD capability was derived by Lee et
al. [27]. They showed the superiority of FD mode for larger access point (AP) densities which
contradicts one of the conclusions of this paper. The reason behind this is the lack of inter-
BS interference and the approximation of inter-UE interference made in [27]. Only downlink
throughput performance is considered in [27], which does not account for inter-BS interference.
In addition, the distance of a UE to a neighboring cell’s UE is approximated by the distance from
the neighboring cell’s AP, resulting in the mitigation of UE to UE interference due to lower UE
transmit power. Thus, only self-interference plays a role in the performance difference between
FD and HD systems, where by increasing the AP density, BS to UE interference dominates the
impact of self-interference. Therefore, HD and FD modes become similar in terms of interference
level, which results in higher FD gain due to the higher AP density. Moreover, these stochastic
geometry based analyses [25]–[27] do not consider multi-UE diversity gain, which comes through
scheduling of the appropriate UEs with power adjustments to mitigate interference. This is
especially crucial in FD systems, where as we have just noted, the interference scenario is worse
than traditional HD systems. In [25], an OFDMA system with a heuristic greedy scheduling
algorithm for the UE selection procedure in both FD and HD systems was also simulated,
which shows throughput gains of 57% and 99% in uplink and downlink, respectively. The design
considered the fixed power allocation in both directions and did not consider the effect of residual
self-interference at BSs, which is also the case in [16], [18]–[22]. Residual self-interference, in
general, lowers the uplink coverage and limits the advantage of FD technology in a large cell. For
example, consider a cell with a 1 kilometer radius. According to the channel model given in [28],
the path loss at the cell edge is around 130 dB. It means the uplink signal arriving at the BS is
130 dB lower than the downlink signal transmitted, given that equal per channel transmission
power in the uplink and downlink directions. The received signal to interference ratio (SIR) is at
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7most -20 dB with the best self-interference cancellation circuit known to date, which is capable
of achieving 110 dB of cancellation [11]. At such an SIR, the spectrum efficiency would be very
low. This motivates us to consider small-cell systems as more suitable candidates to deploy an
FD BS.
Due to the additional interference sources, the actual gain from FD operation will strongly
depend on link geometries, the density of UEs, and propagation effects in mobile channels. Most
previous work [19], [20], [22] either ignored or assumed cancellation of strong interference during
FD operation. If we do not assume perfect cancellation of strong interference in an FD system,
a robust scheduling algorithm is required to intelligently select the UEs with appropriate power
levels in all the cells, so that the maximum FD gain can be extracted.
In prior work [29], we set the framework for the single small-cell scenario, where we evaluate
link conditions under which FD operation can be supported, and presented a hybrid scheduler
that can exploit the FD capability at the BS whenever it is favorable, and otherwise defaults
to HD operation. We compared the performance of our hybrid FD scheduler with a HD TDD
baseline scheduler by assuming a fixed power allocation per transmission in both the uplink and
downlink directions. It was shown by simulation that we can achieve as much as an 81% increase
in capacity (with 85 dB of self-interference cancellation), close to the doubling promised by FD,
and we discussed limitations from intra-cell interference effects specific to FD operation.
In this paper, we examine FD common carrier operation applied to a resource managed TDMA-
type multi small-cell system for which the TDD variant of LTE is a current example [30], [31].
In a multi-cell scenario where the interference situation is worse, extracting the throughput gain
due to FD operation compared to HD operation is not simple and depends on several factors.
It requires an intelligent scheduler which appropriately selects the UEs and their powers during
FD operation. We propose a proportional fairness based joint UE selection and power allocation
for such a system, to simultaneously select the UEs and transmit power levels to maximize the
system gain. This joint UE selection and power allocation is a non-convex, nonlinear, and mixed
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8discrete optimization problem. There exists no method to find a globally optimum solution for
such a problem, even for the traditional HD system scenario. We provide a sub-optimal method
by separating the UE selection and power allocation procedures, using a heuristic greedy method
for UE selection, and using geometric programming for power allocation. For the FD system,
the UE selection procedure is a hybrid process, in which FD operation is enabled for a cell
where it is advantageous to select two UEs (based on the interference scenario); otherwise it
operates in the HD mode. Furthermore, the power allocation procedure adjusts the power of
each terminal to an appropriate level so that maximum system gain can be achieved while not
violating the maximum power constraint. We compare the performance of FD and HD systems
in terms of throughput and energy efficiency in both indoor and outdoor environments by using
parameters and simulation assumptions from ongoing activities in the cellular community, for
example, 3GPP [28], [32].
Section II presents the FD and HD communication system scenarios in terms of frame struc-
ture. Joint UE selection and power allocation algorithms for HD and FD operation are provided
in Section III. Section IV contains simulation results for throughput and energy efficiency.
Conclusions are discussed in Section V.
II. FULL DUPLEX FRAME STRUCTURE IN A CELLULAR ENVIRONMENT
We consider a multi-cell deployment scenario in which each cell consists of multiple legacy
HD UEs and a BS that can operate in FD or HD mode. Figure 3(a) shows the frame structure
of the HD TDD baseline. It consists of a set of timeslots, all operating on the same frequency
channel, that alternate between uplink (U) and downlink (D) operation providing a continuous
stream of data in one direction or the other. This is a simplified structure in that a deployed
system, TDD LTE for example [30], [31], would typically have special timeslots (or subframes)
as guard periods for Tx/Rx switching and other overhead functions and may group U and D slots
together to minimize switching, which we do not consider in our current analysis. FD timeslots
DRAFT
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Fig. 3: TDD half duplex baseline and full duplex operation.
(F) are introduced in Figure 3(b). It would be desirable to configure every timeslot as FD with
the aim of achieving a doubling of capacity, but we anticipate the need to operate some as either
solely uplink or solely downlink due to the interference environment explained below. It is the
responsibility of a packet scheduler to determine whether a timeslot will be an uplink, downlink,
or FD timeslot, and which UE will be given service.
As was shown in [29], the use of FD operation may or may not lead to higher throughput
compared to HD operation. The performance of the system depends on multiple factors, such as
the relative locations among UEs and BSs, the propagation channels, the self-interference can-
cellation capability at the BSs, the required SNR at each receiver, and the Tx power limitations.
Doubling of capacity is only an upper bound, and the actual FD gain needs to be evaluated,
which is the subject of the remainder of this paper
III. UE SELECTION AND POWER ALLOCATION
As discussed in the previous section that FD throughput gain is available only under certain
propagation conditions, distances among nodes in the network, and power levels. This suggests
that FD operation should be used opportunistically, that is, with an intelligent scheduler that
selects UEs to achieve FD gain when appropriate, and otherwise defaults to HD operation.
With this capability, our design of the scheduler attempts to meet the typical criteria of most
schedulers: maximize the system throughput while maintaining a level of fairness. In this paper
we assume a centralized scheduler that has access to global system information, i.e., channel
state information, power, etc. The results generated using this scheduler can be viewed as an
upper bound on system performance.
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In a multi-cell scenario where each cell consists of multiple UEs, the objective of the scheduler
in timeslot t is to maximize the logarithmic sum of the average rates of all the UEs [33]. In this
paper, for all systems (HD and FD), we assume that each UE has infinite backlogged data in
each direction. In the FD system the scheduler needs to maximize the throughput simultaneously
in both uplink and downlink directions. The objective of the scheduler is defined as
Maximize
B∑
b=1
Nb∑
k=1
[
log(Rdb,k(t)) + log(R
u
b,k(t))
]
subject to:
0 ≤ P db,k(t) ≤ P d,max,
0 ≤ P ub,k(t) ≤ P u,max,
Rdb,k(t).R
u
b,k(t) = 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ N b, b = {1, 2, ..., B},
(1)
where B is the number of cells and N b is the number of UEs in cell b; Rdb,k(t), R
u
b,k(t) are the
average achieved downlink and uplink rates of the UE k in cell b, denoted as UEb,k, until timeslot
t, respectively. The first two constraints in (1) are for the transmit powers of the UEs and BSs in
each cell, in which P db,k(t) and P
u
b,k(t) are the downlink and uplink transmission powers used in
timeslot t, corresponding to UEb,k, respectively; P d,max and P u,max are the maximum powers that
can be used in a downlink and uplink transmission direction, respectively. The third constraint in
(1) captures the HD nature of the UEs, where Rdb,k(t) and R
u
b,k(t) denote the instantaneous rates
of UEb,k, that can be achieved in timeslot t, in the downlink and uplink, respectively. These
instantaneous rates are defined later in this section. The average achieved data rate, for example,
for downlink, Rdb,k(t) is updated iteratively based on the scheduling decision in timeslot t, that
is,
Rdb,k(t) =

βRdb,k(t− 1) + (1− β)Rdb,k(t), if UEb,k is scheduled at timeslot t,
βRdb,k(t− 1), otherwise.
(2)
where 0 < β < 1 is a constant weighting factor, which is used to calculate the length of the
sliding time window, 1/(1 − β), over which the average rate is computed for each frame, and
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its value is generally chosen close to one, e.g. 0.99 [33]–[35]. The average achieved uplink rate
of UEb,k, Rub,k(t) can be similarly defined.
The goal of the scheduler is to select UEs in each cell with appropriate power levels, so that the
overall utility defined in (1) can be maximized. Assume that Ψ(t) denotes the set of chosen UEs
in both downlink and uplink directions in timeslot t as Ψ(t) = {{ψd1(t), ψu1 (t)}, {ψd2(t), ψu2 (t)}, · · · ,
{ψdB(t), ψuB(t)}}. In the ith UE index pair {ψdi (t), ψui (t)}(ψdi (t) 6= ψui (t)), ψdi (t) is an index of
the chosen downlink UE and ψui (t) is an index of the chosen uplink UE in the ith cell. ψ
d
i (t) = 0
(ψui (t) = 0) indicates no UE for the downlink (uplink) in cell i. This could be the result of no
downlink (uplink) demand in cell i, in the current time slot t; or, as discussed in the next section,
it could also because scheduling any downlink (uplink) transmission in cell i, in timeslot t will
generate strong interference to the other UEs, and the total network utility will become lower.
So, in each timeslot, each cell will select at most one UE in the downlink and at most one UE
in the uplink direction. In other words ψdi (t), ψ
d
i (t) ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N i} ∪ {0}, i = {1, 2, , · · · , B}.
Assume that P (t) =
{{pd1(t), pu1(t)}, {pd1(t), pu1(t)}, · · · , {pdB(t), puB(t)}} contains the power
levels for the selected UE combination, Ψ(t), in timeslot t, where pdi (t) is the power level of
the downlink direction and pui (t) is the power level for the uplink direction in the ith cell. Using
(2), the objective function in (1) can be expressed as∑B
b=1
∑Nb
k=1[log(R
d
b,k(t)) + log(R
u
b,k(t))] =
∑B
b=1[{log(βRdb,ψdb (t)(t− 1) + (1− β)R
d
b,ψdb (t)
(t))−
log(βRd
b,ψdb (t)
(t− 1))}+ {log(βRub,ψub (t)(t− 1) + (1− β)R
u
b,ψub (t)
(t))− log(βRub,ψub (t)(t− 1))}] + A,
(3)
where A is independent from the decision made at timeslot t, and is given by
A =
B∑
b=1
Nb∑
k=1
[
log(βRdb,k(t− 1)) + log(βRub,k(t− 1))
]
. (4)
In equation (3), let us denote the first term in the summation as χd
b,ψdb (t)
(t),
χdb,ψdb (t)
(t) = log(βRd
b,ψdb (t)
(t− 1) + (1− β)Rdb,ψdb (t)(t))− log(βR
d
b,ψdb (t)
(t− 1)). (5)
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and the second term as χub,ψub (t)(t),
χub,ψub (t)(t) = log(βR
u
b,ψub (t)
(t− 1) + (1− β)Rub,ψub (t)(t))− log(βRub,ψub (t)(t− 1)). (6)
In the above equations, note that, if ψdb (t) = 0 (ψ
u
b (t) = 0), then χ
d
b,ψdb (t)
(t) = 0 (χub,ψub (t)
(t) =
0). In the above equations, the instantaneous rates are given by,
Rd
b,ψdb (t)
(t) = Wc log2(1+SINRb,ψdb (t)) = Wc log2
(
1 +
pdb (t)Gb,ψd
b
(t)
N
ψd
b
(t)
+
∑B
i=1,i 6=b p
d
i (t)Gi,ψd
b
(t)
+
∑B
i=1 p
u
i (t)Gψu
i
(t),ψd
b
(t)
)
,
(7)
Rub,ψub (t)
(t) = Wc log2(1+SINRb,ψub (t)) = Wc log2
(
1 +
pub (t)Gψub (t),b
Nb+p
d
b (t)γ+
∑B
i=1,i6=b p
d
i (t)Gi,b+
∑B
i=1,i 6=b p
u
i (t)Gψui (t),b
)
.
(8)
In the above equations, Wc is the bandwidth of the channel and G is used to denote the
channel gains between different nodes. For example, Gb,ψub (t) denotes the channel gain between
BS b and the selected UE ψub (t); Nψdb (t) and Nb are the noise power at the selected downlink
UE and the BS in cell b. In (7), in denominator of the last term, the second term counts the
inter-cell interference from all the other BSs and the third term counts the interference from
the uplink UEs of all cells. In (8), in denominator of the last term, the second term counts the
self-interference at its own BS, where γ is used to denote the self interference cancellation level
at the BS; the third term counts the inter-cell interference from the BSs of other cells; and the
fourth term includes the inter-cell interference from uplink UEs of other cells.
The overall utility of a cell (e.g. cell b) is defined as
Φb,(ψdb (t),ψub (t))(t) = χ
d
b,ψdb (t)
(t) + χub,ψub (t)(t); (9)
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Then, the optimization problem in (1) can be equivalently expressed as
arg max
(Ψ(t),P (t))
B∑
b=1
Φb,(ψdb (t),ψub (t))(t)
subject to:
0 ≤ pdb(t) ≤ P d,max,
0 ≤ pub (t) ≤ P u,max,
ψdb (t) 6= ψub (t), b = {1, 2, ..., B},
(10)
The above problem is a nonlinear nonconvex combinatorial optimization and computing its
globally optimal solution may not be feasible in practice. Although the problem can be optimally
solved via exhaustive search, the complexity of this method increases exponentially as the number
of cells increase. Moreover, the above problem is a mixed discrete (UE selection) and continuous
(power allocation) optimization. In this paper, a joint UE selection and power allocation is
proposed, which achieves near-optimal solution through iterative algorithms.
We solve the joint UE selection and power allocation problem (10) in each timeslot in two
steps, (1) UE Selection: for a given feasible power allocation, this step finds the UE combination
with maximum overall utility, and (2) Power Allocation: for the given UE combination, this step
derives the powers to be allocated to the selected UEs such that overall utility can be maximized.
In the next two subsections, we discuss both steps in detail.
A. UE Selection
In this step, for each timeslot t, for the given power allocation (P initial(t) ), the objective of
the centralized scheduler is to find the UEs in each cell to transmit, which is given as
Ψ∗(t) = arg max
Ψ(t)
B∑
b=1
Φb,(ψdb (t),ψub (t))(t)
subject to:
ψdb (t) 6= ψub (t), b = {1, 2, ..., B}.
(11)
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In the above problem, the constraint captures the HD nature of the UEs, which is similar to
the third constraint in the problem formulation (1).
In the traditional HD systems, finding the optimal set of UEs is very different in the downlink
and uplink direction. In the literature, the problem above is solved optimally in the downlink
direction [36]–[38], where the interferers are the fixed BSs (assuming a synchronized HD multi-
cell system) in the neighboring cells. It is easy to estimate the channel gains for each UE with
the neighboring BSs. Thus, interference from the neighboring cells can be calculated without
knowing the actual scheduling decision (UE selection) of the neighboring cells. In this situation,
a centralized scheduler can calculate the instantaneous rate and the utility of the each UE in the
each cell, and make the UE selection decision for each cell optimally. In the uplink scheduling,
for the given power allocation, interference from the neighboring cell cannot be calculated until
the actual scheduling decision of the neighboring cell is known, because in this case, a UE in
the neighboring cell generates the interference. This is also applied to the FD system, where
interference from the neighboring cell could be from a UE or the BS or both.
To solve this problem, we use a heuristic method similar to [25], [39]. We provide a centralized
greedy algorithm to achieve a sub-optimal solution. The algorithm runs at the start of each
timeslot, which we call Algorithm 1.
In each timeslot, the algorithm first initializes the vectors that contain the allocation results.
Vectors Q and R contain the information of scheduled uplink UEs and downlink UEs, respec-
tively, which are iteratively updated as the scheduling decision is taken for a cell. The entry
Q(i) in Q contains the index of scheduled uplink UE of BS i, if any, otherwise it will be zero.
Similarly, entry R(i)of matrix R contains the index of the scheduled dowlink UE in cell i, if
any, otherwsie zero. Note that in any timeslot, Q(i) 6= R(j), if i = j and Q(i) 6= 0, R(j) 6= 0
to ensure the HD constraint for UEs. In each timeslot t, the centalized scheduler generates a
random order of the BSs (Line 2). Following that given order of the BSs, in each cell, the
algorithm first finds the UE with the maximum positive utility gain, which can be either in the
DRAFT
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Algorithm 1: UE Selection (P initial(t))
1 QB = 0; RB = 0;
2 Θ = A random order of the sequence of all the BSs;
3 for c = Θ(1) to Θ(B) do
4 αdc = {1, 2, · · · , N c}, αuc = {1, 2, · · · , N c};
5
{
ψdc (t),∆U
d
c (t)
}
=
{
arg maxd∈αdc{Get Utility(c, d, 0)}, Get Utility(c, ψdc (t), 0)
}
;
6 {ψuc (t),∆Uuc (t)} =
{
arg maxu∈αuc {Get Utility(c, 0, u)}, Get Utility(c, 0, ψuc (t))
}
;
7 if ∆Udc (t) > ∆Uuc (t) and ∆Udc (t) > 0 then
8 R← set R(c) = ψdc (t) in R;
9 else if ∆Uuc (t) > ∆Udc (t) and ∆Uuc (t) > 0 then
10 Q← set Q(c) = ψuc (t) in Q;
11 for c = Θ(1) to Θ(B) do
12 if R(c) 6= 0 then
13 {ψuc (t),∆Uuc (t)} =
{
arg maxu∈αuc \R(c){Get Utility(c,R(c), u)}, Get Utility(c,R(c), ψuc (t))
}
;
14 if ∆Uuc (t) > 0 then
15 Q← set Q(c) = ψuc (t) in Q;
16 else if Q(c) 6= 0 then
17
{
ψdc (t),∆U
d
c (t)
}
=
{
arg maxd∈αdc\Q(c){Get Utility(c, d,Q(c))}, Get Utility(c, ψdc (t), Q(c))
}
;
18 if ∆Udc (t) > 0 then
19 R← set R(c) = ψdc (t) in R;
uplink direction (i.e., ψuc (t) for cell c ) or in the downlink direction (i.e., ψ
d
c (t) for cell c ) (Line
4 - Line 10). To calculate the utility gain in each case, it uses a function Get Utility(.) given in
Algorithm 2, which is discussed later. It also updates the vector Q or R based on the decision
made (Line 7 - Line 10). Now, to use the FD capability of the BS, the algorithm again runs for
the same order of the BSs (Line 11 - Line 19). For each BS, it finds the UE with the maximum
positive utility gain in the opposite direction of what has been selected in the previous loop (if
any). Finally, based on the decision, it also updates the vector Q or R.
Next, we describe how the function Get Utility(.) works. As shown in Algorithm 2, it
calculates the utility gain ∆U for the given cell and the UE based on the transmission direction,
i.e., either in the uplink (Line 1- Line 6) or in the downlink (Line 7- Line 12). The utility gain
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Algorithm 2: Get Utility(c, d, u)
1 if Q(c) = 0 and u 6= 0 then
2 Q
′ ← set Q(c) = u in Q;
3 R
′ ← R;
4 Ugain ← U(u, c,Q′ ,R′);
5 Uloss uplink ←
∑
i=Q(k):i 6=0,∀k∈Θ\c
{
U(i, k,Q
′
,R
′
)− U(i, k,Q,R)
}
;
6 Uloss downlink ←
∑
i=R(k):i 6=0,∀k∈Θ
{
U(i, k,Q
′
,R
′
)− U(i, k,Q,R)
}
;
7 else if R(c) = 0 and d 6= 0 then
8 R
′ ← set R(c) = d in R;
9 Q
′ ← Q;
10 Ugain ← U(d, c,Q′ ,R′);
11 Uloss uplink ←
∑
i=Q(k):i 6=0,∀k∈Θ
{
U(i, k,Q
′
,R
′
)− U(i, k,Q,R)
}
;
12 Uloss downlink ←
∑
i=R(k):i 6=0,∀k∈Θ\c
{
U(i, k,Q
′
,R
′
)− U(i, k,Q,R)
}
;
13 ∆U = Ugain − |Uloss uplink|−|Uloss downlink|;
14 return ∆U ;
∆U is the difference between the gain in the marginal utility of the chosen UE (Ugain) and
loss in the marginal utility of other uplink and downlink UEs ( |Uloss uplink| and |Uloss downlink|)
due to new interference generated from the chosen UE. Since, in this algorithm, the channel is
allocated sequentially cell by cell, thus, Ugain is the gain in utility due to scheduling of UE i
(say for BS c and slot t), which is given by U(i, c,Q′ ,R′), and it is calculated using (5) for
downlink or (6) for uplink, by considering the channel allocation according to Q′ and R′ . It
means that during the calculation of the instantaneous rates in (5) or (6), it only considers the
interference from the cells in which channel has been already assigned, which is given in Q′ and
R
′ . Similarly, the utility loss for UEs, to which channel has been already assigned, is calculated
as the difference in utility with the new interference occurring due to scheduling of new UEs
and without this interference. Equations (5) and (6) are used to calculate both marginal utility
terms, i.e., with and without new interference for Uloss uplink and Uloss downlink, respectively.
Algorithm 1 gives the UE combination Ψ∗(t), as Ψ∗(t) = {{R(1), Q(1)}, {R(2), Q(2)}, · · · ,
{R(B), Q(B)}}. It consists of a downlink UE, or an uplink UE, or both, or no UE from each cell.
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Fig. 4: An example of partial full duplex operation, where cell 2 is in half duplex mode and cell 1 is in full duplex mode.
It is a hybrid FD scheduling algorithm, where, in each timeslot, a cell can be in FD operation,
or in HD operation, or no operation at all. An example is given in Figure 4 for two cells, where
cell 1 is in FD operation and cell 2 is in HD operation. To evaluate the performance of the
FD system, we use an HD system as the benchmark, in which we assume that the transmission
direction (uplink or downlink) of all cells are synchronized and follows the frame structure shown
in Figure 3(a). For the HD system, we also use the same procedure for UE selection. In each
timeslot, for example, for uplink, we apply the same algorithm as discussed above and find the
UE combinations consisting of an uplink UE or no UE from each cell. In the next subsection,
we discuss the power allocation procedure for the selected UEs.
B. Power Allocation
In this step, for the selected UE combination in the step 1, a power allocation process is applied
to find the appropriate power levels for all UEs, so that the overall utility can be maximized, or
for the given Ψ∗(t) from the previous step (note that in this subsection, we use Ψ(t) to denote
Ψ∗(t), which is the UE selection found in the previous subsection),
P ∗(t) = arg max
P (t)
B∑
b=1
Φb,(ψdb (t),ψub (t))(t)
subject to:
0 ≤ pdb(t) ≤ P d,max,
0 ≤ pub (t) ≤ P u,max, b = {1, 2, ..., B}.
(12)
The above optimization is also a nonlinear nonconvex problem, which does not have any
method for a low complexity solution. To get a near-optimal solution, we use geometric pro-
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gramming (GP) [40], [41]. GP cannot be applied directly to the objective function given in
(12) so we first convert our objective function into a weighted sum rate maximization using
approximations as described below.
In (12), the aggregate utility Φb,(ψdb (t),ψub (t))(t) is the sum of the downlink and uplink UE’s
utility. Let us consider the downlink utility term to show the simplification procedure; the same
procedure can be directly applied to the uplink utility term. For example, consider the downlink
utility as given in (5). It can also be written as,
χdb,ψdb (t)
(t) = log
1 + (1− β)Rdb,ψdb (t)(t)
βRd
b,ψdb (t)
(t− 1)
 . (13)
In the above equation, β ∈ (0, 1) with a value close to one (e.g. β =0.999, or 0.99) [34],
[35]. Moreover, if we assume that the value of the instantaneous rate, Rd
b,ψdb (t)
, will be close
to the average rate, Rd
b,ψdb (t)
, then the term
(1−β)Rd
b,ψd
b
(t)
(t)
βRd
b,ψd
b
(t)
(t−1) will be close to zero. So, by using
ln(1 + x) ≈ x for x close to zero, (13) can be converted to,
χdb,ψdb (t)
(t) ' wb,ψdb (t)R
d
b,ψdb (t)
(t), (14)
where, the weight of the UE ψdb (t) is given by,
wb,ψdb (t) =
(1− β)
βRd
b,ψdb (t)
(t− 1)
.
1
ln(10)
(15)
Thus, the problem (12) can be converted to,
P ∗(t) = arg max
P (t)
B∑
b=1
wb,ψdb (t)R
d
b,ψdb (t)
(t) +
B∑
b=1
wb,ψub (t)R
u
b,ψub (t)
(t)
subject to:
0 ≤ pdb(t) ≤ P d,max,
0 ≤ pub (t) ≤ P u,max, b = {1, 2, ..., B}.
(16)
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which can be further written as,
arg min
P (t)
B∏
b=1
((
1
1 + SINRb,ψdb (t)
)w
b,ψd
b
(t)
.
(
1
1 + SINRb,ψub (t)
)wb,ψu
b
(t)
)
subject to:
0 ≤ p
d
b(t)
P d,max
≤ 1,
0 ≤ p
u
b (t)
P u,max
≤ 1, b = {1, 2, ..., B}.
(17)
In general, to apply GP, the optimization problem should be in GP standard form [40], [41].
In the GP standard form, the objective function is a minimization of a posynomial1 function;
the inequalities and equalities in the constraint set are a posynomial upper bound inequality and
monomial equality, respectively.
In our case, in (17), constraints are monomials (hence posynomials), but the objective function
is a ratio of posynomials, as shown in (18). Hence, (17) is not a GP in standard form, because
posynomials are closed under multiplication and addition, but not in division.
∏B
b=1
((
1
1+SINR
b,ψd
b
(t)
)w
b,ψd
b
(t)
.
(
1
1+SINRb,ψu
b
(t)
)wb,ψu
b
(t)
)
=
∏B
b=1
Nψdb (t)+∑Bi=1,i 6=b pdi (t)Gi,ψdb (t)+∑Bi=1 pui (t)Gψui (t),ψdb (t)
N
ψd
b
(t)
+
∑B
i=1
pd
i
(t)G
i,ψd
b
(t)
+
∑B
i=1
pu
i
(t)G
ψu
i
(t),ψd
b
(t)
wb,ψdb (t) .(Nb+pdb (t)γ+∑Bi=1,i 6=b pdi (t)Gi,b+∑Bi=1,i 6=b pui (t)Gψui (t),b
Nb+p
d
b
(t)γ+
∑B
i=1,i6=b p
d
i
(t)Gi,b+
∑B
i=1
pu
i
(t)Gψu
i
(t),b
)wb,ψu
b
(t)

(18)
According to [41], (17) is a signomial programming (SP) problem. In [41], an iterative
procedure is given, in which (17) is solved by constructing a series of GPs, each of which
can easily be solved. In each iteration of the series, the GP is constructed by approximating
the denominator posynomial (18) by a monomial, then using the arithmetic-geometric mean
inequality and the value of P from the previous iteration. The series is initialized by any feasible
P , and the iteration is terminated at the sth loop if ||P s − P s−1||< , where  is the error
1 A monomial is a function f : Rn++ → R : g(p) = dpa
(1)
1 p
a(2)
2 · · · pa
(n)
n , where d ≥ 0 and a(k) ∈ R, k = 1, 2, · · · , n. A
posynomial is a sum of monomials, f(p) =
∑J
j=1 djp
a
(1)
j
1 p
a
(2)
j
2 · · · p
a
(n)
j
n .
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tolerance. This procedure is provably convergent, and empirically almost always computes the
optimal power allocation [41].
In the overall joint UE selection and power allocation procedure as shown in the Algorithm 3,
for each timeslot, we start with maximum capability of UEs (i.e., maximum powers) for each
direction to perform the UE selection procedure as given in the last subsection, which provides
the UE combination to be scheduled. Then, in second step, the power allocation process, as
discussed above, is applied for this given UE combination to find the optimum powers for
selected UEs. In the case, when no feasible power allocation for the selected UE combination
is found from the power allocation process, a UE with the lowest utility gain is removed from
the combination, followed by again applying the power allocation procedure. This process is
continued until the feasibility issue is resolved.
Algorithm 3: Overall Joint Selection and Power Control
1 P initial(t) =
{{P d,max, Pu,max}, {P d,max, Pu,max}, · · · , {P d,max, Pu,max}};
2 Ψ∗(t) = UE Selection (P initial(t));
3 loop:
4 if Solution(Geometric Programming(Ψ∗(t))) is feasible then
5 P ∗(t) = Geometric Programming(Ψ∗(t)));
6 else
7 θ(t) = UE with the lowest utility gain;
8 Ψ∗(t)) = Ψ∗(t))\θ(t);
9 goto loop;
To generate the results for the HD base system, we use the same procedure in each timeslot
in the corresponding direction. For example, in this case, (16), (17), and (18) will just contain
the single term for the corresponding direction in place of two terms.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present a simulation analysis comparing the throughput and energy effi-
ciency of the FD and the HD systems using the joint UE selection and power allocation algorithm
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Fig. 5: (a) An indoor environment with nine RRH Cells, (b) An outdoor environment with twelve Pico cells.
described in Section III. Two deployment scenarios are studied: a dense indoor multi-cell system
with nine indoor Remote Radio Head (RRH)/Hotzone cells, as shown in Figure 5(a), and a sparse
outdoor multi-cell system with twelve randomly dropped Pico cells, as shown in Figure 5(b). As
we described in Section I, since FD operation increases the interference in a network significantly,
we select these two particular small cell scenarios to analyze the performance of FD operation
because the penetration loss between cells in the indoor environment, and sparsity in the outdoor
environment, provides some static relief in inter-cell interference. The channel bandwidth is 10
MHz for both the HD and the FD systems in both scenarios. In our simulations, since we use
the Shannon equation to measure the data rate, we apply a minimum spectral efficiency of 0.26
bits/sec/Hz and a maximum spectral efficiency of 6 bits/sec/Hz to match practical systems. BSs
and UEs are assumed to be equipped with single antennas. All other simulation parameters for
each scenario are defined below in its corresponding sub-section.
A. Simulation results for dense indoor multi-cell environment
In this section we present the results for the dense indoor multi-cell environment as shown
in Figure 5(a). The simulation parameters, based on 3GPP simulation recommendations for an
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TABLE I: Simulation parameters for indoor multi-cell scenario
Parameter Value
Maximum BS Power 24 dBm
Maximum UE Power 23 dBm
Thermal Noise Density -174 dBm/Hz
Noise Figure BS: 8 dB, UE: 9 dB
Shadowing standard deviation (with no correlation) LOS: 3 dB NLOS: 4 dB
Path Loss within a cell (dB) (R in kilometers) LOS: 89.5 + 16.9 log10(R), NLOS: 147.4 + 43.3 log10(R)
Path Loss between two cells (R in kilometers) Max((131.1 + 42.8 log10(R)), (147.4 + 43.3 log10(R)))
Penetration loss Due to boundary wall of an RRH cell: 20 dB, Within a cell: 0 dB
RRH cell environment [32], are described in Table I. Path loss for both LOS and NLOS within
a cell are given in Table I, where the probability of LOS (PLOS) is,
PLOS =

1 R ≤ 0.018,
exp (−(R− 0.018)/0.027) 0.018 < R < 0.037,
0.5 R ≥ 0.037,
(19)
In (19), R is the distance in kilometers. The channel model used between BSs and UEs is
also used between mobile UEs and between BSs for the FD interference calculations with the
justification that BSs do not have a significant height advantage in the small cell indoor scenarios
considered, and that it is a conservative assumption for the UE-to-UE interference channel. Eight
randomly distributed UEs are deployed in each cell. With these settings, we run our simulation
for different UE drops in all cells, each with a thousand timeslots, with the standard wrap around
topology and generate results for both the HD and FD systems.
We first generate the results for a round-robin scheduler with fixed transmission powers, that is,
maximum allowed power in both directions. In the HD system, in each direction, each cell selects
UEs in the round-robin manner. In the FD system, in each timeslot, each cell chooses the same
UE as selected in the HD system with a randomly selected UE for the other direction to make an
FD pair. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the distribution of average downlink and uplink throughputs,
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Fig. 6: Distribution of average data rates for the half-duplex system and full-duplex system with round-robin scheduler in indoor
multi-cell scenario.
for the different BS self-interference cancellation capability. FD@x means the FD system with
self-interference cancellation of x dB. FD@Inf means that there is no self-interference. In the
downlink direction, in most of the cases ( 70%), there is no FD gain, which is due to the lack of
any intelligent selection procedure during FD operation. In the uplink, due to the cancellation of
self-interference, the FD system has a gain compared to the HD system, which increases with
the self-interference cancellation. From a complete system point of view, which includes both
uplink and downlink, this round-robin scheduling does not provide FD capacity gain in most
of the cases. This demonstrates the need for an intelligent scheduling algorithm to provide gain
during FD operation, which can benefit both uplink and downlink.
Next, we generate results with the proposed joint UE selection and power allocation procedure
given in Section III. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the distribution of average downlink and uplink
throughputs. Table II shows the average throughput gain of the FD system compared to the
HD system, and as one would expect, the gain increases as the self-interference cancellation
improves. With the higher self-interference cancellation values, the FD system nearly doubles
the capacity compared to the HD system. Further, Table III shows the average improvement in
the 5% cell edge capacity, which also increases as the self-interference cancellation increases.
From the simulation one can also observe the dependency between FD/HD operation selection
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Fig. 7: Distribution of average data rates for the half-duplex system and full-duplex system with proposed joint UE selection
and power allocation in indoor multi-cell scenario.
TABLE II: Average throughput gain of full duplex system over half duplex system in indoor multi-cell scenario.
FD@75 FD@85 FD@95 FD@105 FD@Inf
Downlink 56% 80% 94% 97% 98%
Uplink 63% 83% 93% 96% 97%
in our scheduler and the self-interference cancellation capability, that is, the lower the self-
interference cancellation, the fewer the number of cells in a timeslot that are scheduled in FD
mode. This is verified by counting the average number of cells per timeslot which are in FD
mode or HD mode or with no transmission as shown in Table IV. With 75dB self-interference
cancellation, on average 84% of the cells operate in FD mode, while with 105 dB, 98% of the
cells operate in FD mode. In the HD system, in each timeslot, all cells transmit in one direction
(either uplink or downlink).
TABLE III: Average improvement in the 5% cell edge capacity in indoor multi-cell scenario.
FD@75 FD@85 FD@95 FD@105 FD@Inf
Downlink 49% 74% 84% 86% 87%
Uplink 55% 78% 90% 93% 94%
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TABLE IV: Average number of cells per slot in different modes in indoor multi-cell scenario.
HD
(Downlink, Uplink)
FD@75 FD@85 FD@95 FD@105 FD@Inf
FD Mode - 84% 93% 97% 98% 98%
HD Mode (100%, 100%) 16% 7% 3% 2% 2%
No Transmission (0%, 0%) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
TABLE V: Average energy efficiency in Tbits/joule in indoor multi-cell scenario.
HD FD@75 FD@85 FD@95 FD@105 FD@Inf
Downlink 3.74 0.045 0.097 0.227 0.326 0.434
Uplink 4.91 0.017 0.151 0.734 1.360 1.971
As energy efficiency becomes a more important performance indicator in future cellular
system, we next examine how efficiently the energy is used in both HD and FD operation
in terms of bits/joule. To calculate this, we keep track of the total throughput and the total
transmission power consumed for each UE. The results are shown in Table V where we see
that there is a penalty in energy efficiency for FD operation that can be quite severe. As the
self-interference cancellation improves, the number of UEs transmitting in FD mode increases,
resulting in higher inter-node interference, while self-interference reduces. Given this trade-off,
the relation between energy efficiency and self-interference cancellation is quite complex. In this
scenario, we observe that while the energy efficiency of FD mode can be improved with higher
self-interference cancellation, it is still much worse than that of the HD mode.
Since the main reason for the lower energy efficiency of the FD system is the additional
power to combat the extra interference, two kinds of solutions can be proposed to alleviate this
issue. The first solution is to use techniques to cancel or mitigate the additional interference.
The first solution is to cancel or mitigate the additional interference using techniques such as
beamforming and sectorization. In this particular small cell indoor scenario, where most of the
inter-cell interference is mitigated by penetration loss between the cells, intra-cell interference
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TABLE VI: Average energy efficiency in Tbits/joule in indoor multi-cell scenario with FD UEs.
FD@75 FD@85 FD@95 FD@105 FD@Inf
Downlink 0.51 2.18 1.59 3.04 3.98
Uplink 0.31 1.60 0.86 2.66 4.08
plays a dominant role during FD operation. Given that sufficient self-interference cancellation
is available for the small cell scenario (e.g., 105 dB), allowing FD operation on the UEs (FD
UEs) may remove UE to UE intra-cell interference. In this case, the BS and one UE in each
cell will simultaneously transmit in both uplink and downlink directions. Thus, a downlink UE
will not experience intra-cell interference from an uplink UE in the same cell. To investigate
this observation, we ran our simulation with FD UEs and computed the throughput and energy
efficiency. In this case, average throughput gains in the FD system are 44%, 77%, 90%, 99%,
and 100% in the downlink and 43%, 77%, 90%, 99%, and 100% in the uplink for 75 dB, 85
dB, 95 dB, 105 dB, and perfect self-interference cancellation, respectively. The average energy
efficiency of different systems are shown in Table VI. For the lower self-interference cancellation
case of 75 dB, although the energy efficiency is higher as compared to the previous case of HD
UEs, the throughput is lower. As cancellation improves, there is not much difference in the
average throughput from the previous case, but energy efficiency improves significantly. In the
downlink, 3.04 Tbits/joule is achieved as compared to the 0.326 Tbits/joule and in the uplink,
2.66 Tbits/joule is achieved as compared to the 1.36 Tbits/joule. These results show that in the
higher self-interference cancellation scenario, it is beneficial to have FD UEs, especially in a
small indoor environment. In this case, energy efficiency does not have monotonic behavior with
the self-interference cancellation because of the trade-off mentioned earlier in this section.
A second solution to improve energy efficiency is to keep using HD UEs but implement a
more intelligent scheduling algorithm in which, during the rate/power allocation step, a utility
function incorporating the cost of using high power is considered. An example is given in (20),
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P ∗(t) = arg max
P (t)
B∑
b=1
[wb,ψdb (t)R
d
b,ψdb (t)
(t) + wb,ψub (t)R
u
b,ψub (t)
(t)]−
B∑
b=1
[cb,ψdb (t)f(p
d
b(t)) + cb,ψub (t)f(p
u
b (t))]
subject to:
0 ≤ pdb(t) ≤ P d,max,
0 ≤ pub (t) ≤ P u,max, b = {1, 2, ..., B}.
(20)
The first term is for the capacity maximization same as the given in Section III-B for the
selected UEs. The second term is to take into account power consumption, where f(pdi (t)), and
f(pui (t)) are the functions of power to be allocated to the selected UE in cell i in the downlink
and in the uplink direction, respectively. In this term, ci,ψdi (t), and ci,ψui (t) are the weights to these
power terms. In our simulation, f(.) is a logarithmic function of the power. A key parameter
in the above formulation is the value of c(.), which impacts the penalty when a UE uses high
power. These costs vary for different UEs, for example, UEs further from the cell center should
have a lower penalty for high power than UEs nearer to the center. We use a function of the
distance of the UE from its BS, i.e., inversely proportional to the distance of the UE. With
such an optimization, average throughput gains in the FD system are 44%, 72%, 91%, 95%,
and 96% in the downlink and 50%, 69%, 85%, 89%, and 91% in the uplink for 75 dB, 85 dB,
95 dB, 105 dB, and perfect self-interference cancellation, respectively. In this case, we get less
throughput gain as compared to the original case, where we did not consider power consumption
during the power allocation, but gain a significant improvement in energy efficiency as shown
in Table VII. For example, an energy efficiency of 2.02 Tbits/joule is achieved, compared to the
0.045 Tbits/joule in the downlink with 75 dB SIC. So the scheduler that penalizes high power
in the optimization process provides a significant improvement in the energy efficiency for a
modest cost in capacity.
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TABLE VII: Average energy efficiency in Tbits/joule in indoor multi-cell scenario with power allocation method including
penalty to higher power consumption.
FD@75 FD@85 FD@95 FD@105 FD@Inf
Downlink 2.02 1.01 0.80 0.75 0.73
Uplink 1.46 2.47 3.23 3.58 3.61
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Fig. 8: Distribution of average data rates for the half-duplex system and full-duplex system with proposed joint UE selection
and power allocation in outdoor multi-cell scenario.
B. Simulation results for sparse outdoor multi-cell environment
The sparse outdoor multi-cell scenario with twelve Pico cells as shown in Figure 5(b) is
investigated in this section. The simulation parameters are based on 3GPP simulation recom-
mendations for outdoor Pico cells [28], and are described in Table VIII. The probability of LOS
for BS-to-BS and BS-to-UE path loss is (R is in kilometers),
PLOS = 0.5−min(0.5, 5exp(−0.156/R)) +min(0.5, 5exp(−R/0.03)). (21)
Ten randomly distributed UEs are deployed in each cell. With these settings, we run our
simulation for several random drops of twelve Pico cells in the given area of a hexagonal cell
with height of 500 meters. We generate the results with the proposed joint UE selection and
power allocation method given in Section III.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the distribution of average downlink and uplink throughputs, and
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TABLE VIII: Simulation parameters for outdoor multi-cell scenario
Parameter Value
Maximum BS Power 24 dBm
Maximum UE Power 23 dBm
Minimum distance between Pico BSs 40 m
Radius of a Pico cell 40 m
Thermal Noise Density -174 dBm/Hz
Noise Figure BS: 13 dB, UE: 9 dB
Shadowing standard deviation between
BS and UE
LOS: 3 dB NLOS: 4 dB
Shadowing standard deviation between
Pico cells
6 dB
BS-to-BS pathloss (R in kilometers) LOS: if R < 2/3km,PL(R) = 98.4 + 20 log10(R), else PL(R) = 101.9 +
40 log10(R), NLOS: PL(R) = 169.36 + 40log10(R).
BS-to-UE pathloss (R in kilometers) LOS: PL(R) = 103.8 + 20.9 log10(R), NLOS: PL(R) = 145.4 +
37.5 log10(R).
UE-to-UE pathloss (R in kilometers) If R ≤ 50m,PL(R) = 98.45 + 20 log10(R), else, PL(R) = 175.78 +
40 log10(R).
TABLE IX: Average throughput gain of full duplex system over half duplex system in outdoor multi-cell scenario.
FD@75 FD@85 FD@95 FD@105 FD@Inf
Downlink 34% 42% 53% 60% 62%
Uplink 47% 54% 60% 63% 64%
Table IX shows the average throughput gain of the FD system compared to the HD system.
Similar to the previous scenario, FD increases the capacity of the system significantly over the
HD case, where the increase is proportional to the amount of self-interference cancellation. In
this outdoor scenario, the average throughput of a UE is lower compared to the indoor case but
it is distributed over a wider range. Moreover, the throughput increase due to FD operation is
less than what it was in the indoor case. The reason behind this is that the inter-cell interference
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TABLE X: Average number of cells per slot in different modes in outdoor multi-cell scenario.
HD
(Downlink, Uplink)
FD@75 FD@85 FD@95 FD@105 FD@Inf
FD Mode - 36% 50% 56% 57% 57%
HD Mode (91%, 98%) 62% 48% 42% 41% 41%
No Transmission (9%, 2%) 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%
between a BS and UEs in neighboring cells is much stronger that in the indoor scenario.
Table X shows the average number of cells per slot which are in FD mode, HD mode or
with no transmission. First of all, in the HD system, contrary to the indoor scenario, we can
see that some cells are not transmitting. This is due to the higher inter-cell interference between
the BS and UEs in neighboring cells; the system throughput is higher when certain cells are
not scheduled for transmission, resulting in reduced inter-cell interference. Further, for the same
reason, the average number of cells operating in FD mode is smaller than the indoor scenario.
In this case, the number of cells in FD mode also increases with self-interference cancellation.
Table XI shows the average energy efficiency results for both HD and FD operation in terms
of bits/joule. Note that in this outdoor scenario, for most of the cases (except FD@75 downlink),
energy efficiency is lower than the previous indoor case. This is again due to the high inter-cell
interference between a BS and UEs in neighboring cells. For the FD@75 downlink case, energy
efficiency is even higher than the HD case. This is because in an FD system, a downlink UE
suffers interference from uplink UEs of neighboring cells and/or BSs of neighboring cells. It is
observed in our simulations that in general, UE to UE interference is lower than the BS to UE
interference. In case of FD@75, for most of the cells (∼62%) there is only one transmission,
with 23% of cells in downlink and 39% in uplink. Thus, since UE to UE inter-cell interference
is lower, we get higher energy efficiency in downlink of FD@75 compared to the downlink in
HD where a downlink UE gets BS to UE interference from all of its active neighboring cells.
Further, as the self-interference cancellation increases, energy efficiency is decreased due to a
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TABLE XI: Average energy efficiency in Tbits/joule in outdoor multi-cell scenario.
HD FD@75 FD@85 FD@95 FD@105 FD@Inf
Downlink 0.07 0.15 0.046 0.026 0.023 0.023
Uplink 0.017 0.007 0.003 0.005 0.012 0.016
higher number of simultaneous transmissions. Also, as described in the Section IV.A, an increase
in self-interference cancellation may not always guarantee a reduction in interference for a UE
in the FD system. Due to this trade-off, uplink energy efficiency first decreases, then further
increases with self-interference cancellation.
In this paper, symmetric traffic demands in uplink and downlink are considered. We acknowl-
edge that asymmetric traffic demands will reduce the need for simultaneous uplink and downlink
transmission. This will decrease the potential capacity gain, which can be achieved by FD
operation. However, recent trend in online storage services like Dropbox, Google Drive, iCloud,
etc., and increasing popularity in uploading of videos and photos to social networking sites will
continue to increase the uplink traffic volume significantly, which will make uplink and downlink
traffic less asymmetric. As mentioned in Section III, we considered a centralized scheduler in
this paper. We acknowledge that cooperation efforts among base stations are complex, and the
complexity increases with the number of cells and number of UEs in each cell. Performance
could also degrade with latency in the feedback of CSI. However, given the recent developments
in coordinated multi-point transmission (CoMP) and cloud RAN (C-RAN) technologies, such
cooperation could become more practical in the near future. We are currently working on
distributed and semi-distributed scheduling algorithms for the multi-cell FD system.
V. CONCLUSION
We investigated the application of common carrier FD radios to resource managed small-
cell systems in a multi-cell deployment. Assuming FD capable base stations with legacy user
equipment, a joint scheduling and power allocation method was proposed, which can apply
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to both HD and FD systems. In the FD system, it operates in FD mode when conditions are
favorable, and otherwise defaults to HD mode. We evaluate the performance of our scheduler in
both indoor and outdoor multi-cell environments. Our simulation results show that an FD system
using a practical design parameter of 95 dB self-interference cancellation at each base station
can improve the capacity by 94% in the downlink and 93% in the uplink in an indoor multi-cell
hot zone scenario and 53% in the downlink and 60% in the uplink in an outdoor multi Pico
cell scenario. From these results we conclude that in both indoor small-cell and sparse outdoor
environment, FD base stations with an intelligent scheduling algorithm are able to improve
capacity significantly. We observed a penalty in energy efficiency during FD operation. Further,
we discussed the ways to increase the energy efficiency of FD system by enabling FD UEs,
specially in a small indoor environment, or using a modified scheduling algorithm that penalizes
using high power during the FD operation. We continue to investigate FD resource management
algorithms with manageable complexity and information exchange requirements, that incorporate
energy efficiency as a performance metric, and that provide performance improvement consistent
with the promising results achieved so far.
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